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For the more patient player who wants 
amazing control to withstand attacks from 
opponents. You focus on your defensive 
game and to tire out your opponent.

SHAPE: TEARDROP SHAPE: DIAMOND
Perfect match for the all-round player who 
attacks from all directions on the pitch. With 
a teardrop-shaped racket you can achieve 
both extremely good control and explosive 
power.

For the player who wants to be able to 
control the game using both technique, 
precision and not least power! Particularly 
suitable for the offensive player who likes to 
strike powerful and well-placed smashes.
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FZ FORZA offers a range of high-quality padel 
apparel that is both stylish and eco-friendly. The 
apparel is made using recycled polyester, with the 
tees being 100% recycled and the tights being 81% 
recycled polyester and 19% elastane. Not only does 
this help reduce environmental impact, but it also 
makes the apparel comfortable to wear and long-
lasting. 

The men’s tees come in two colors, black and green, 
while the women’s padel tops come in a fresh light 
blue color. Designed with padel players in mind, the 
apparel offers excellent breathability and freedom 
of movement, ensuring maximum comfort during 
intense matches. 

Whether you’re a beginner or a pro, FZ FORZA padel 
apparel is the perfect choice for any player looking 
to combine style, comfort, and sustainability on the 
court.
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FZ FORZA padel apparel is made from 
recycled polyester, making it a sus-
tainable choice for environmentally 
conscious players.

Different colors available

Men:

Women:

The padel apparel comes in trendy 
and attractive colors, such as black 
and green for men’s tees, light blue 
for women’s top.

APPAREL

Designed with the padel game 
in mind, our FZ FORZA padel 
apparel keeps you dry and com-
fortable on the court, allowing 
you to focus on your game with-
out distractions.
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PADINI M TEE 

FZ231863   |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK,  3097 PONDEROSA PINE
SIZES: 2XS-3XL

TECHNOLOGIES

PADOVA W 3/4 TIGHT W/POCKETS

FZ231872     |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK
SIZES: XS-2XL

Padini Tee is a super soft and thin tee perfect for Padel. It is made with 
the DryForze technology and there is a mesh on the back of the tee, 
which gives even better ventilation and makes the tee more breathable. 
This product is made of 100% recycled polyester.

Padova 3/4 Tight is a pair of high-waist tights designed with a wide elas-
tic edging, so they fit snugly and firmly around the hips. It comes with 
one pocket on each side with room for two padel balls. This product is 
made of 81% recycled polyester and 19% elastane. 

Padja top is as beautiful as it is good for the environment. The body 
consists of 100% recycled polyester. The top half of the back is made 
of a mesh making it super breathable and perfect for a game of padel.
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PADJA W TOP

FZ231489  |  COLOR: 2073 BLUE LIGHT
SIZES: XS-2XL

TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES
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LANDOS M SHORTS

FZ213705   |  COLOR: 96 BLACK
SIZES: XS-3XL

TECHNOLOGIES

LIDDI W SKIRT - BALL POCKET

FZ213668     |  COLOR: 96 BLACK
SIZES: 2XS-2XL

PADOVA W SHORT TIGHT W/POCKETS

FZ231868     |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK
SIZES: XS-2XL

Landos shorts is a super comfortable short for men with a great fit. The 
shorts have two side pockets with room for two Padel balls and they 
have the DryForze technology which makes them breathable and quick 
drying. This product is made of 100% recycled polyester.

Liddi is a skirt with superb fit and sewn-in inner shorts which makes 
them super comfortable. The shorts have two side pockets with room 
for two padel balls and they have the DryForze technology which makes 
them breathable and quick drying. The skirt is made of 100% recycled 
polyester.

Padova Short Tight is a pair of high-waist tights designed with a wide 
elastic edging, so they fit snugly and firmly around the hips. It comes 
with one pocket on each side with room for two padel balls. This product 
is made of 81% recycled polyester and 19% elastane. 
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When moving around you create static electricity, but our fabrics prevent 
the garments from sticking to your body. To avoid your garments from 
being static, please do not tumble dry.

DryForze keeps you comfortable during the game! With the unique 
DryForze treatment, we ensure maximum comfort. DryForze makes 
the fabric perspiration transporting, quick drying and super pleasant to 
wear, and the DryForze capabilities wilI stay with your clothes for much 
longer than similar technologies. Fabric treated with DryForze has high 
breathability and a cool wearing comfort.

How to choose the right size?
If your body measurements for chest and waist do not 
correspond with the same size, then choose the size which is 
closest to your chest measurement. If your are in between to 
sizes, then choose the smallest size for a tight fit or the bigger 
size for a loose fit. 

MEASUREMENT GUIDE WOMEN

SIZE 2XS XS

CHEST 78 82

WAIST 62 66

HIP 87 91

INSEAM 
LENGHT 77 78

MEN

SIZE XS S

CHEST 92 96

WAIST 78 83

HIP 93 97

INSEAM 
LENGHT 80 81
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Most fabric is stretchable either by knitting or due to added elastane. We 
make sure that the style has just the right stretch in order for the style to 
both fit the body and give comfort.

All garments have been preshrunk to avoid size changing. Follow the 
care label and your FZ FORZA clothes should be your favorite badminton 
clothing for years.

WOMEN

SIZE 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL

CHEST 78 82 86 90 94 100 106

WAIST 62 66 70 74 77 80 83

HIP 87 91 95 99 103 109 116

INSEAM 
LENGHT 77 78 79 80 81 82 83

JUNIOR

SIZE 6 8 10 12 14

CHEST 116 128 140 152 164

WAIST 64 68 72 76 80

HIP 66 70 74 78 82

INSEAM 
LENGHT 55 60 65 71 77

MEN

SIZE XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

CHEST 92 96 100 104 110 116 122

WAIST 78 83 88 93 98 103 108

HIP 93 97 101 106 111 117 123

INSEAM 
LENGHT 80 81 82 83 84 85 86
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When it comes to playing padel, choosing the right 
footwear is just as important as choosing the right 
racket. That’s where FZ FORZA padel shoes come 
in. Designed specifically for the unique demands of 
padel, our shoes offer the perfect combination of 
support, stability, and comfort on the court.

With features like our Lat technology and external heel 
counters, FZ FORZA padel shoes offer unparalleled 
lateral stability and support. This means you can 
move quickly and confidently, without worrying about 
twisting an ankle or losing your footing during a fast-
paced rally.

So if you want to take your padel game to the next 
level, don’t underestimate the importance of quality 
footwear. Choose FZ FORZA padel shoes and step 
onto the court with confidence.
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FZ FORZA padel shoes are designed 
with top-of-the-line materials and 
features to provide maximum perfor-
mance on the court.

Different colors available

FZ FORZA padel shoes are made 
with durable materials and features 
like reinforced toes and sturdy out-
soles to withstand the rigors of in-
tense play.

SHOES

FZ FORZA padel shoes feature 
advanced cushioning technol-
ogy, breathable materials, and 
ergonomic designs to ensure 
your feet stay comfortable and 
protected throughout even the 
longest matches.
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ACE PADEL M

BRACE PADEL

BRACE PADEL W

FZ230022  |  COLOR: 2146 DIRECTOIRE BLUE
SIZES: 37-46

FZ220021  |  COLOR: 2008 FRENCH BLUE
SIZES: 37-46

FZ220022  |  COLOR: 2061 AQUARIUS
SIZES: 37-42

Ace Padel is for players who wants a great feel with the ground. The 
Lat feature enhance durability and lateral stability of the forefoot and 
we added an external heel counter to create stability at the heel. With 
our Tuck board you also get torsional flexibility that supports the foots 
natural movement. 

Brace Padel is a shoe made to give protection. With the specialized 
X-tech design it provides protection at the heel and, the ASE feature 
gives you a lighter and stronger shoe, but it still supports you archr and 
helps prevent torsion. Lastly, this shoe has FZorb technology which in-
creases comfort.

Brace Padel is a shoe made to give protection. With the specialized 
X-tech design it provides protection at the heel and, the ASE feature 
gives you a lighter and stronger shoe, but it still supports your arch and 
helps prevent torsion. Lastly, this shoe has FZorb technology which in-
creases comfort. 

TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES

TECHNOLOGIES
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- Juan Martín Díaz

Padel is a high-impact sport 

that involves sudden changes of 

direction, jumps and slides. The 

right padel shoes can prevent 

injuries and improve your game.
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The lateral stability technology enhances the durability of the shoe and 
the lateral stability of the forefoot during intense and rapid change of 
direction. Lateral stability is important in a badminton and padel shoe 
when moving quickly around on court from side to side.

LAT

FZorb is a fantastic material for shock absorption. By molding the FZorb 
into the heel-area of the sole, it decreases the force of the many hard 
shocks that player’s feet are exposed to during the game, as well as 
providing increased comfort for the player.

FZORB

The ankle is exposed to twisting with the many sideways motions in 
padele. A twist in the ankle is one og the most comon injuries in padel, but 
with the evolutionary FZ FORZA X-technology the stability of the ankle is 
increased which prevents/reduces the twisting of the ankle.

X-TECH

SHOES SIZE CHART

SIZE EU 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 37,5 38 39 39,5 40 40,5 41 42 43 44 44,5 45 45,5 46 47 48 49

Size UK 12 12,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 10 10,5 11 11,5 12,5 13,5 14

Size US 12,5 13 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 10 10,5 11 11,5 12 13 14 15,5

Size in CM 18,5 19 19,5 20 20,5 21 21,5 22 22,5 23 23,5 24 24,5 25 25,5 26 26,5 27 27,5 28 28,5 29 29,5 30 31 32 32,5
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SHOES SIZE CHART

SIZE EU 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 37,5 38 39 39,5 40 40,5 41 42 43 44 44,5 45 45,5 46 47 48 49

Size UK 12 12,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 10 10,5 11 11,5 12,5 13,5 14

Size US 12,5 13 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 10 10,5 11 11,5 12 13 14 15,5

Size in CM 18,5 19 19,5 20 20,5 21 21,5 22 22,5 23 23,5 24 24,5 25 25,5 26 26,5 27 27,5 28 28,5 29 29,5 30 31 32 32,5

By inserting this light weight TPU piece under the arch creates both 
a lighter and stronger shoe, but also more stable. ASE supports the 
arch and helps prevent pronation and torsion in the shoe for increased 
functionality and comfort.

ASE

Our Tuck Board increases the shoe’s torsional flexibility. Torsional 
flexibility supports the foot’s natural movement and allows the foot to 
move faster. Our Graphite Tuck Board is made of three-dimensional 
graphite fiber sheets that support the torsional movement and reduce 
stress on the arch tendon.

TUCK BOARD
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FZ FORZA Padel Bags are the perfect companion 
for all padel players. We offer a variety of bags to 
suit different needs and preferences. Our smaller 
basic bags in black are perfect for casual players 
who want a simple and practical option.

For professional players, we offer two high-quality 
bags that are designed to meet the needs of serious 
competitors. Some of the features you’ll find are 
thermo insulation to protect rackets from temperature 
changes and all of them have at least one large 
compartment to store multiple rackets.

Our padel bags are also equipped with multiple 
pockets, perfect for storing smaller items, 
accessories, and apparel. The bags are designed 
to be comfortable to carry, with shoulder straps, 
handles, and even chest straps depending on the 
model. 

Whether you’re a casual player or a serious 
competitor, our FZ FORZA Padel Bags are the 
perfect choice to keep your gear organized and 
protected while on the go.
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FZ FORZA padel bags are designed 
with multiple compartments and 
pockets to store your rackets, shoes, 
balls, apparel, and accessories in an 
organized manner. 

Comes with various 
carrying options to suit 
your needs. 

FZ FORZA padel bags come in sleek and 
modern designs that look great both on 
and off the court. With options for basic 
black or bold colors and patterns, you can 
find a bag that fits your personal style.

BAGS

Made with high-quality materi-
als, FZ FORZA padel bags are 
built to last. Whether you’re a 
recreational player or a profes-
sional, you can trust that your 
bag will withstand the wear and 
tear of regular use.
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TOURLINE PADEL BAG

FZ231887  |  COLOR: 2146 DIRECTOIRE BLUE

FZ PADEL BAG SUPREME

FZ213775  |  COLOR: 1109 OLYMPIAN BLUE

Tourline Padel Bag is one of our top bag and its available in the color di-
rectoire blue. It has three rooms and one side pocket. It comes with two 
handles at top and one at the lower end. Lastly, this bag has two shoul-
der straps with a chest strap, so you have plenty of ways to carry it. 

SIZE: THERMO ROOM:42 x 31 x 59 cm 0

RACKETS: HANDLES:10 Yes

ROOMS: SHOULDER STRAPS:3 Yes

POCKETS: CHEST STRAP:1 Yes

SIZE: THERMO ROOM:22 x 29,5 x 57 cm

RACKETS: HANDLES:6

ROOMS: SHOULDER STRAPS:

POCKETS: CHEST STRAP:

Keep your gear organized and 

protected with FZ FORZA’s top-

quality padel bags.
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Keep your gear organized and 

protected with FZ FORZA’s top-

quality padel bags.

MARTUL PADEL BAG

FZ231885  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK

FZ FORZA PADEL COVER

FZ302998  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK

Martul Padel Bag is our smallest and most basic bag in the Padel bag 
collection and comes in black. It has two storage rooms so you can 
keep your clothes and padel racket apart. It also has a shoulder strap 
so you easily can carry it to and from practice or a game. 

FZ FORZA Padel cover is for you who wants to protect your padel rack-
et a litte bit extra when going to and from a game.

SIZE: THERMO ROOM:24 x 29,5 x 56 cm 0

RACKETS: HANDLES:6 No

ROOMS: SHOULDER STRAPS:2 Yes

POCKETS: CHEST STRAP:1 No

SIZE: 7 x 28 x 50 cm

RACKETS: 1

ROOMS: 1
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FZ FORZA padel rackets are designed and crafted 
to meet the unique needs of every player, from 
beginners to professionals. 

We offer a wide range of rackets, including our Power 
and Spin series, each with its own characteristics and 
features. The Power series is perfect for players who 
demand maximum power and speed in their shots, 
while the Spin series is ideal for players who want to 
add more spin and control to their game. Our rackets 
are made with the latest materials and technology 
to provide you with exceptional performance and 
durability.

Whether you’re a power hitter or a spin specialist, FZ 
FORZA Padel has the right racket for you. Browse 
our range of rackets today and take your padel game 
to the next level!
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FZ FORZA Padel rackets are crafted 
with the latest materials and 
technology to provide exceptional 
performance and durability.

FZ FORZA Padel rackets 
are crafted with the latest 
materials and technolo-
gy to provide exceptional 
performance and dura-
bility.

We offer a wide range of rackets, 
from beginner to professional lev-
els, to suit all players and budgets.

RACKETS

FZ FORZA Padel rackets offer 
surface textures tailored to play-
ers’ preferences for maximum 
grip and control, allowing you 
to choose the best one and take 
your game to the next level.
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FZ FORZA BRACE POWER

FZ220020  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK
MATERIAL: 100 % WOVEN GRAPHITE 18K

FZ FORZA ULTRA SPIN

FZ220015  |  COLOR: 1002 WHITE
MATERIAL: 100 % WOVEN CARBON 3K

FZ FORZA ULTRA POWER 2.0

FZ213791  |  COLOR: 2101 DARK SAPPHIRE  
MATERIAL: 100 % WOVEN CARBON 3K

FZ FORZA BRACE SPIN

FZ220019  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK
MATERIAL: 100 % WOVEN GRAPHITE 18K

FZ FORZA Brace Power - a top padel racket. The hard 
EVA and head heavy balance creates a lot of power. 
With the 18K wowen graphite and semi rough surface 
you also achieve great control. A perfect racket for ad-
vanced and pro players looking for extra power.

The FZ FORZA Ultra Spin padel racket offers pow-
er, precision, and spin with a 3K graphite frame and 
hard EVA foam core. Its medium balance and dia-
mond-shaped head provide control, maneuverability, 
and a larger sweet spot for more power. Perfect for in-
tense matches and players of all levels.

FZ FORZA Ultra Power 2.0 - an all-around padel racket 
for beginners and intermediates. The 3K graphite frame 
and hard EVA foam core offer power and precision. Me-
dium balance provides control, diamond-shaped head 
delivers a larger sweet spot for more power, and a com-
fortable playing experience.

FZ FORZA Brace Spin - a top padel racket. The dia-
mond shape and head heavy balance creates a lot of 
power. With the 18K wowen graphite and 3D printed 
surface and soft EVA foam you also have great control. 
A perfect racket for players looking for lots of power 
and spin.

WEIGHT 360-375 g

SHAPE Round

SURFACE Semi rough

FOAM Hard

WEIGHT 365 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Diamond

SURFACE Rough (3D print)

FOAM Hard

WEIGHT 365 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Diamond

SURFACE Rough (3D print)

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 360-375 g

SHAPE Diamond

SURFACE Rough (3D print)

FOAM Soft
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FZ FORZA AMAZE SPIN

FZ220014  |  COLOR: 1002 WHITE
MATERIAL: 100% CARBON

FZ FORZA AMAZE POWER 2.0

FZ213790  |  COLOR: 2101 DARK SAPPHIRE  
MATERIAL: 100% CARBON

FZ FORZA CHAMPION POWER

FZ230013  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK
MATERIAL: 100 % WOVEN GRAPHITE 12K

FZ FORZA CHAMPION SPIN

FZ230018  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK
MATERIAL: 100 % WOVEN GRAPHITE 12K

FZ FORZA Amaze Spin - a 100% graphite frame padel 
racket with a soft Eva core for comfort and power. With 
a medium balance and round-shaped head, this racket 
provides precision and accuracy, while 100% carbon 
construction delivers excellent spin on every hit. Per-
fect for players of all levels.

FZ FORZA Amaze Power 2.0 - perfect for beginners 
seeking power and precision. Balanced weight, com-
fortable grip, and round-shaped head offer accuracy 
and ease of use. 100% graphite frame and soft EVA 
foam core provide comfort and power for players.

FZ FORZA Champion Power is one of our top models. 
The diamond shape and head heavy balance creates 
a lot of power, but you also get perfect control with the 
combination of the matte surface and hard EVA. This 
racket is made of 100% woven grapihte 18K and with 
protection on top.

FZ FORZA Champion Spin is one of our top models. 
The hard EVA together with a medium balance and 
round shape creates lots of power, but with the matte 
surface you also get the chance to create spin. This 
racket is made of 100% 18K woven graphite and with 
protection on top.

WEIGHT 365 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Round

SURFACE Rough (3D print)

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 365 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Round

SURFACE Normal

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 350-365 g

SHAPE Diamond

SURFACE Matte/3D printed

FOAM Hard

WEIGHT 355-370 g

SHAPE Round

SURFACE Matte/3D printed

FOAM Hard
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FZ FORZA THUNDER

FZ220004  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK
MATERIAL: 50% CARBON 50% GLASS FIBER

FZ FORZA Thunder is a good choice for beginners. The 
round head shape gives a large sweetspot with good 
chances to control your strokes very well. Combined 
with a weight of 360 grams the balance between power 
and control is mixed perfectly for beginners and/or in-
termediate players.

FZ FORZA BLAZE

FZ220005  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK
MATERIAL: 100% CARBON

FZ FORZA Blaze is a good choice for all round players 
The teardrop shape and medium balance makes the 
racket a good choice for players looking for good con-
trol without losing their powerfull strokes. The racket is 
made of 100% graphite.

Take your padel game 

to the next level with FZ 

FORZA’s innovative and 

reliable rackets.

WEIGHT 360 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Round

SURFACE Normal

FOAM Soft

WEIGHT 355 +/- 10 g

SHAPE Tear drop

SURFACE Normal

FOAM Soft
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Take your padel game 

to the next level with FZ 

FORZA’s innovative and 

FZ FORZA THUNDER JR.

FZ220013  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK
MATERIAL: 50% CARBON 50% GLASS FIBER

FZ FORZA Thunder Jr. gives children the opportunity to 
play a game of padel. This racket is made lighter and 
smaller which is perfect for children wanting to chal-
lenge their parents or friends. The round shape gives 
children a larger sweet spot and with the soft EVA this 
racket is made for control. 

WEIGHT 300-310 g

SHAPE Round

SURFACE Normal

FOAM Soft
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Glass fiber rackets are a good alternative to graphite rackets. ou will 
get a durable racket were the material helps you control your stroke a lot.

A soft EVA means that the EVA foam inside the racket is quite soft. This 
gives the player a really good touch and nice feeling when playing.

The top quality for padel rackets. Best graphite, best durability and best 
playability. The best material you can get!

Composite graphite is a combination bewteen graphite and glass fiber. 
The frame is graphite and the surface and hitting area are both glass 
fiber.

These rackets are made of 100% graphite in as well frame as hitting 
surface. Graphite gives the player a very good playability and is the basic 
material of all middle and high end rackets.

The 3k woven graphite rackets also consists of 100% graphite. The benefit 
of the 3k woven graphite makes the racket stronger and more durable.

A 12k graphite is a tight woven graphite which creates a really high graphite 
quality and gives players a really good racket with perfect playability and 
durability.
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Rackets with hard EVA inside insure that the touch is very fast and 
accurate. Here the player has good chances of hitting the ball hard and 
with lots of power.

The head heavy rackets gives the player maximum power. When hitting 
the ball you will create more power with a head heavy racket.

The rackets marked with the “x-spin” logo all have a more rough surface 
than basic rackets. This gives players a better chance to “grab” the ball 
and create a lot of spin while playing.

If “x-protection” is marked on the racket it means that an extra frame 
protection is added on top of the frame from production. This protection 
helps to protect the racket when hitting the ground or wall.

The head light rackets gives players a very easy handling and really nice 
feeling. Your movements are faster, and this helps your control while 
playing.

Medium balanced rackets are a balance between the optimized handling 
from head light rackets and the more powerfull head heavy rackets.
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FZ FORZA PADEL GAME BALL FZ FORZA PADEL PREMIUM BALL

FZ302978  |  AMOUNT: 3 PCS. IN TUBE FZ303003  |  AMOUNT: 3 PCS. IN TUBE

A good padel ball for all kind of players. The yellow 
felt material is 45% wool needle felt and rubber is high 
quality, which creates a very good and durable ball.

Top quality padel ball for all kind of players and tourna-
ments. The yellow felt material is 60% wool needle felt 
and rubber is high quality, which creates an extremely 
good and durable ball. Top ball from FZ FORZA.
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FZ PADEL PROTECTION TAPE

FZ220056 

FZ Padel Protection tape is a transparent tape for pro-
tection of the top of you padel racket.

BALL CART RACKET GROUP BALL TUBE

FZ223713 RG240100

The Ball Cart gives you the opportunity to store your 
shuttlecocks, tennis balls, padel palls or pickleballs 
easy and convenient near your court. 

Racket Group Ball tube is a perfect tool for any padel 
player. The ball tube collector makes collecting balls 
effortless and save time during practice or after games. 
The ball tube is made in a lightweight design and easy 
to use.
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Are you ready to take your game to the next level? We at FZ FORZA 
are excited to introduce our new collection of high-quality pickleball 
products!

If you haven’t heard of pickleball before, it’s a fast-paced paddle sport 
that combines elements of tennis, badminton, and table tennis. It’s 
played on a smaller court with a lower net and a paddle instead of a 
racket. The sport is gaining popularity all over the world, and we at FZ 
FORZA have taken notice. 

In 2022, we launched our first pickleball collection as part of the 
SS2023 lineup. Now, with the SS2024 collection, we’re introducing 
new paddles with updated designs and techniques to help players 
perform their best on the court. Whether you’re a seasoned pickleball 
pro or new to the sport, we’ve got the gear you need to succeed. Try it 
out for yourself and see what all the buzz is about!

Discover the thrill of pickleball 

- the fast-paced, action-packed

sport that’s capturing the hearts 

of players around the world.

P I C K L E B A L L
TA B L E  O F  C O N T E N T

R A C K E T S

S H U T T L E S

A C C E S S O R I E S
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Discover the thrill of pickleball 

- the fast-paced, action-packed 

sport that’s capturing the hearts 

of players around the world.
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A good paddle is essential for any pickleball player, 
whether you’re just starting out or you’re a seasoned 
pro. At FZ FORZA, we offer a wide range of high-
quality pickleball paddles to suit players of all skill 
levels and budgets. 

Our paddles are crafted from top-quality materials 
and designed to deliver maximum power, precision, 
and control on the court. From lightweight beginner 
paddles to advanced models suitable for top players, 
we have everything you need to up your game.

Our paddles come in a variety of different price 
ranges and designs, so you’re sure to find one that 
fits your style and budget. Upgrade your pickleball 
game with FZ FORZA today.
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Experience the power and precision 
of our 100% graphite surface paddles, 
available in a variety of designs to suit 
your playing style.

Find the perfect balance 
of control and spin with 
our range of paddles, 
designed to deliver max-
imum performance for 
players of all levels.

Our paddles come with comfortable grip han-
dles, designed to minimize hand fatigue and 
provide maximum comfort during long games.

RACKETS

Our top-of-the-line paddles fea-
ture a honeycomb core and me-
dium weight, making them both 
comfortable and easy to control 
on the court.
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FZ FORZA ENERGY 18K 

FZ230308  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK

FZ FORZA DRIVE 1000

FZ230304  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK

FZ FORZA DRIVE 500  

FZ230303  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK

FZ FORZA ENERGY 3K   

FZ230307  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK

Get ready to dominate the court with the FZ FORZA Energy 
18K pickleball paddle. This paddle features 100% frosted 
18K graphite and a polymer honeycomb core for unbeata-
ble power and control. Its frosted surface provides massive 
spin, while the 14mm thickness gives you a great feel.

FZ FORZA Drive 1000 is a 100% graphite paddle with a 
polymer honeycomb core and a 3D printed surface, which 
will give you a better spin. The Drive 1000 delivers good 
control and reduced vibration because of the thickness of 
19 mm. This paddle is perfect for players of all levels. 

FZ FORZA Drive 500 is a 100% graphite paddle with an 
aluminum honeycomb core that give players superior feel 
of the ball. With its 15mm and a weight of 220 grams the 
balance between power and speed is perfect. This paddle 
is perfect for players of all levels. 

Experience the ultimate power and precision with FZ 
FORZA Energy 3K. With 100% frosted 3K graphite, pol-
ymer honeycomb core, and a unique surface for massive 
spin, this paddle delivers unbeatable control and raw pow-
er. Its 16mm thickness provides great comfort and touch.

MATERIAL MATERIAL
SURFACE: 100% Frosted graphite 

+18K, edge wrapping, 
curing process

SURFACE: 100% Frosted graphite 
+ 3K, edge wrapping, 
curing process

CORE: PP honeycomb core CORE: PP honeycomb core

GRIP: PU

MATERIAL
SURFACE: 100% graphite, edge 

wrapping, curing process

CORE: PP honeycomb core

GRIP: PU

MATERIAL
SURFACE: 100% carbon fiber core

CORE: Aluminium honeycomb 
core

GRIP: PU

GRIP: PU

WEIGHT 220~230g

WEIGHT WEIGHT 220 +/- 10g

WEIGHT 225~235g

SURFACE Frosted

SURFACE 3D Print SURFACE

SURFACE Frosted

EDGE YES

EDGE YES EDGE YES

EDGE YES

THICKNESS 14 mm

THICKNESS 19 mm THICKNESS 15 mm

THICKNESS 16 mm

FULL LENGTH 41,9 cm

FULL LENGTH 41,5 cm FULL LENGTH 40 cm

FULL LENGTH 41,8 cm
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FZ FORZA FURIOUS 1000  

FZ230302  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK

FZ FORZA FURIOUS 500  

FZ230301  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK

FZ FORZA INTENSITY 1000

FZ230306  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK

FZ FORZA INTENSITY 500

FZ230305  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK

FZ FORZA Furious 1000 offers great balance of touch and 
spin because of its composite material. This is a medium 
weight paddle with polymer honeycomb core which makes 
it perfect for beginners and intermediate players that wants 
a consistent touch paddle that also delivers power. 

FZ FORZA Furious 500 is a great power paddle made of 
100% glass fiber and a weight of 220 grams. With its wide 
shape this racket is good for beginners as it gives you a 
larger sweet spot and the polymer honeycomb core offers 
you great control. 

FZ FORZA Intensity 1000 elevates your pickleball game! 
With 100% frosted graphite, polymer honeycomb core, and 
a unique frosted surface for massive spin, this paddle de-
livers unbeatable control and reduced vibration. Its 14mm 
thickness provides a solid feel and exceptional touch.

FZ FORZA Intensity 500 delivers precision and comfort. 
With 100% frosted graphite, polymer honeycomb core, and 
a unique frosted surface for massive spin, this paddle de-
livers unbeatable control and reduced vibration. Its 16mm 
thickness provides a solid feel and exceptional touch.

MATERIAL MATERIAL
SURFACE: 100% Frosted graphite, 

edge wrapping, curing 
process

SURFACE: 100% Frosted graphite, 
edge wrapping, curing 
process

CORE: CORE:PP honeycomb core PP honeycomb core

MATERIAL
SURFACE: 50% glass fiber  50% 

carbon fiber

CORE: Polymer honeycomb core

GRIP: PU

MATERIAL
SURFACE: 100% glass fiber

CORE: Polymer honeycomb core

GRIP: PU

GRIP: GRIP:PU PU

WEIGHT 215 +/- 10 g WEIGHT 220 +/- 10 g

WEIGHT 220~230g WEIGHT 215~225g

SURFACE Printing SURFACE Printing

SURFACE Frosted SURFACE Frosted

EDGE YES EDGE YES

EDGE YES EDGE YES

THICKNESS THICKNESS 14 mm

THICKNESS 14 mm THICKNESS 16 mm

FULL LENGTH 40 cm FULL LENGTH 40 cm

FULL LENGTH 41,9 cm FULL LENGTH 41,7 cm
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Provides lightweight maneuverability, increased power, and precise 
control for optimal gameplay performance.

100% GRAPHITE

This feature ensures a high-quality construction, enhancing playability 
and providing comfortable performance.

POLYMER HONEYCOMB CORE

Features a rough surface, optimizing ball contact and increasing spin 
potential for enhanced gameplay.

MASSIVE SPIN

Paddles with a polymer honeycomb core and thickness on/above 14mm 
minimize vibration, absorbing shocks for a smoother, more comfortable 
playing experience.

LESS VIBRATION

Entry-level FZ Forza pickleball paddles 
with glass fiber or glass fiber/graphite 
surfaces offer solid construction, good 
control, and playability, making them 
ideal for beginners.

FURIOUS

FZ Forza Drive paddles, made of 100% 
graphite, optimize control and enhance 
the playing experience, making them a 
great choice for all players.

DRIVE
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This signifies a well-balanced weight class, optimizing stroke control for 
enhanced precision and easy handling in this racket.

GOOD CONTROL

A 3D printed surface ensures an excellent ball contact and maximizing 
the potential for generating spin during gameplay.

EXTREME 3D SPIN

The 3K-18K graphite construction offers increased strength and slightly 
more weight. This optimizes the power behind each stroke for maximum 
impact.

ULTRA POWER

FZ Forza Intensity paddles feature a 
100% graphite surface with a rough 
texture, offering excellent grip. Ideal 
for weekly players and those seeking 
enhanced performance.

INTENSITY

FZ Forza Energy paddles, with a 3K-18K 
graphite surface, provide exceptional 
strength, durability, and power, making 
them perfect for players seeking a strong 
and powerful paddle.

ENERGY
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PICKLEBALL NEOPREN COVER

GAME OUTDOOR BALL PICKLEBALL - 6/24 PCSGAME INDOOR PICKLEBALL - 6/24 PCS

6 PCS.: FZ240044  |  COLOR: 0113 YELLOW
24 PCS.: FZ240046  |  COLOR: 0113 YELLOW

FZ240104  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK

6 PCS.: FZ240045  |  COLOR: 0113 YELLOW
24 PCS.: FZ240047  |  COLOR: 0113 YELLOW

HOLES: 26 HOLES: 40

Indoor Pickleball is made of 100% PE which makes it 
lightweight. The ball is easy to play with and it has 26 
holes which is perfect for indoor games as the air can 
still pass through while playing.

Outdoor Pickleball is made of 100% PE which makes it 
lightweight. The ball is easy to play with and it has 40 
holes which is perfect for outdoor games as the air can 
still pass through while playing, even if its windy. 

Pickleball Neopren Cover provides great protection to 
your pickleball paddle. Not only does the cover mini-
mize damages and scratches, it also protects it from 
moisture and dirt. Neoprene is a stretchy, water-resist-
ant material, it is lightweight and easy to slip on and off. 

PADEL AND PICKLEBALL LEAD TAPE

FZ240105

Padel and pickleball lead tape is a heavy metal tape 
used to add weight to your padel and pickleball pad-
dles, resulting in a heavier paddle swing and power. 
The tape is the perfect addition for players looking to 
improve their gameplay. The tape is easy to add and 
can be placed anywhere on your padel or pickleball 
paddle depending on your needs and is easily remove-
able. 
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PICKLEBALL NET

FZ220070  |  COLOR: 1001 BLACK

Pickleball Net makes the game of Pickleball a little more fun. Now you get the opportunity to challenge your friends to a real 
game of Pickleball. The net is 6,7 meters long and is easy to set up and take down, and it comes with a carry bag with two 
shoulder straps.
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Saltebakken 29 · DK-9900 Frederikshavn · Tel.: +45 35 11 45 55 · info@racket-group.dk

www.facebook.com/FZFORZA.International · Instagram: @fz_forza_international


